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Abstract 

The metastable superheated solutions are liquids in transitory thermodynamic equilibrium 
inside the stability domain of their vapor (whatever the temperature is). Some natural contexts 
should allow the superheating of natural aqueous solutions, like the soil capillarity (low T 
superheating), certain continental and submarine geysers (high T superheating), or even the 
water state in very arid environments like the Mars subsurface (low T) or the deep crustal 
rocks (high T). The present paper reports experimental measurements on the superheating 
range of aqueous solutions contained in quartz as fluid inclusions (Synthetic Fluid Inclusion 
Technique, SFIT) and brought to superheating state by isochoric cooling. About 40 samples 
were synthetized at 0.75 GPa and 530-700 °C with internally-heated autoclaves. Nine hundred 
and sixty-seven inclusions were studied by micro-thermometry, including measuring the 
temperatures of homogenization (Th: L + V → L) and vapor bubbles nucleation (Tn: 
L → L + V). The Th–Tn difference corresponds to the intensity of superheating that the 
trapped liquid can undergo and can be translated into liquid pressure (existing just before 
nucleation occurs at Tn) by an equation of state. Pure water (840–935 kg m−3), dilute NaOH 
solutions (0.1 and 0.5 mol kg−1), NaCl, CaCl2 and CsCl solutions (1 and 5 mol kg−1) 
demonstrated a surprising ability to undergo tensile stress. The highest tension ever recorded 
to the best of our knowledge (−146 MPa, 100 °C) is attained in a 5 m CaCl2 inclusion trapped 
in quartz matrix, while CsCl solutions qualitatively show still better superheating efficiency. 
These observations are discussed with regards to the quality of the inner surface of inclusion 
surfaces (high P–T synthesis conditions) and to the intrinsic cohesion of liquids 
(thermodynamic and kinetic spinodal). This study demonstrates that natural solutions can 
reach high levels of superheating, that are accompanied by strong changes of their physico-
chemical properties. 

 

 

 



1. Introduction 

Superheating is a form of metastability experienced by condensed matter. It corresponds to a 
stretched (or tensile) state, where the matter undergoes a stretching stress without losing the 
cohesion of its structure. In the case of solid metals, such stress is a classic mechanical test of 
the alloy quality and is made by direct traction of a metal sheet by special clamps (e.g. 
ISO6892 standard), or by indirect (Brazilian) tensile tests (e.g. ASTM D3967-05 standard). 
Liquids, though condensed substances, (i) cannot be submitted to traction by mechanical 
means and (ii) transform into vapor when the tensile force exceeds its cohesion (liquid-to-
vapor transition). In others words, superheated liquid is metastable with respect to its vapor, 
and bringing a liquid in the stability domain of its vapor causes this liquid to superheat. 
Isothermal decompression, isobaric heating, as well as isochoric cooling may produce 
superheated liquid (Fig. 1). In the case of isochoric cooling, as the isochores are very steep 
and the saturation curve is very flat in the pressure–temperature (P–T) plot (Fig. 1), a slight 
cooling below L–V equilibrium (Th–Tn = 5–10 °C, for instance; Th the temperature at 
saturation, Tn that at nucleation) brings the occluded liquid in the area of liquid negative 
pressures, i.e. under tension. 
 
A metastable state is at intrinsic thermodynamic equilibrium but has a limited lifetime. An 
isolated liquid (i.e. in the absence of any heat, work and matter exchange with the exterior) is 
at its equilibrium state when its entropy is maximal, or equivalently its internal energy is 
minimal. As such, any internal fluctuation must result to a positive or a null variation of its 
internal energy (Debenedetti, 1996). This consequence of the second law of thermodynamics 
can be formulated by means of the two following conditions: 
 

 
 

 
 
where T is the temperature, s is the specific entropy, Cp is the isobaric heat capacity, v is the 
specific volume, P is the pressure, ΚT is the isothermal compressibility. 

When (1a) and (1b) become nil, the thermodynamic limit of metastability is reached: this is 
the location of the so-called spinodal curve which originates at the critical point and extends 
down into the (liquid) negative pressure region (Fig. 1). In the spinodal state, the usual matter 
separation of nucleation-phase growth is replaced by the faster and more efficient process of 
spinodal decomposition (Debenedetti, 1996) meaning that the approach of the liquid to the 
spinodal conditions is synonym to explosive vaporization ([Thiéry and Mercury, 2009-a] and 
[Thiéry and Mercury, 2009-b]). By contrast, at weak superheating degrees, the nucleation of 
bubbles is a slow process which must be activated to occur. Under higher superheating 
degrees, the energetic barrier of the nucleation becomes of the same order of magnitude than 
the molecular fluctuations. Thus, bubble nucleation becomes an active and spontaneous 
mechanism. Kiselev and Ely (2001) have calculated precisely the P–T conditions of this 
change of nucleation regime for water, introducing the notion of kinetic spinodal. This curve 
mimics the trend of thermodynamic liquid spinodal curve (but is shifted to lower temperatures 
in a P–T plot) (Fig. 1). In the same way, the concept of spinodals can be generalized fruitfully 
to solids, which exhibit explosive fragmentations (the so-called spallation), when they are 



submitted to sudden and strong negative pressures by means of shockwaves (Imre et al., 
2008). 

The geological significance of superheating applies to two distinct fields. Firstly, the 
superheating produces liquids which are susceptible to vaporize explosively. This occurs in 
hydrothermal and volcanic environments (especially phreato-magmatic ones), where strong 
thermal gradients, cold–hot mixing, or rapid decompression generate strong superheating 
degrees ([Thiéry and Mercury, 2009-a] and [Thiéry and Mercury, 2009-b]). Secondly, 
superheating modifies the thermodynamic properties of liquid water and thus its solvent 
properties with respect to gases and solids ([Zilberbrand, 1997], [Zilberbrand, 1999], 
[Mercury and Tardy, 1997a], [Mercury and Tardy, 1997b], [Mercury and Tardy, 2001] and 
[Mercury et al., 2003]). Therefore, the gas–solid–solution equilibria associated with 
superheated solutions at low T (soil capillarity; [Mercury et al., 2004], [Lassin et al., 2005] 
and [Pettenati et al., 2008]) and high T (geothermal or hydrothermal environments, especially 
associated with ore deposits processes), may be strongly modified. 

2. Superheating features and previous experiments 

The first observations of superheated liquids trace back to the 17th century. Several reviews 
have given the main features and steps on historical perspective on this concept ([Hayward, 
1971], [Apfel, 1972], [Kell, 1983] and [Imre and Van Hook, 1998]) as well as on its 
thermodynamic foundations (Imre et al., 1998). 

Since the first observations of Huygens in 1661–1662 which were qualitative but still quite 
demonstrative (Kell, 1983), many experiments were conducted to measure various ranges of 
superheating in liquids. A key feature of the superheating phenomenon is the tensile state of 
the liquid, which often corresponds to a negative liquid pressure. This is a counter-intuitive 
concept as long as pressure is thought as the applied force exerted by moving particles per 
unit area which is an often-used model of the gas pressure. In this latter sense, there is a close 
proportionality between density and pressure, and a negative gas pressure has obviously no 
physical meaning. In the case of condensed matter, and recalling that a force is primarily a 
vector quantity, the intrinsic cohesion of the matter makes it able to sustain a force tending to 
distort the structure. This is readily understood with a solid, when mechanical clamps are used 
to exert a tensile force upon it until it breaks out (defining its maximal tensile force). This is 
more difficult to understand for liquids which cannot be directly clamped in order to be 
stretched. The only way to create tensile state in a liquid is to superheat it enough for its 
pressure to become negative, which can be achieved by putting the liquid below its (P, T) 
saturation conditions. 

A superheated liquid is metastable with respect to its vapor and therefore able to nucleate at 
any moment. During the 18th century, Rev. Dayton already noticed how easy is a liquid to 
superheat and the associated explosive hazard (Dayton, 1739). Nowadays, this is a well-
known class of industrial spills accidents, connected to the Boiling Liquid Expanding vapor 
Explosion (BLEVE) type (e.g. Reid, 1976). But superheated liquids also have useful 
properties and applications, such as their solvent capabilities which make them the “ultimate 
green solvent for separation science” (e.g. [Smith, 2006] and [Chienthavorn and Su-in, 
2006]). 

Superheated liquids are relevant to two geological contexts. Firstly, capillary (or pendular) 
water in non-saturated soils is superheated, and with a lifetime considerably longer than any 



other superheated liquid owing to the stabilizing effect of the mechanical bridging between 
two solids (Young–Laplace condition; e.g., Mercury and Tardy, 2001). This is low-
temperature superheating. Secondly, systems having strong thermal anomalies, such as 
continental or submarine geysers, or where hot magma and cold water come suddenly into 
contact (phreato-magmatic eruptions), are, at least partly, functioning with a superheating 
component ([Steinberg et al., 1982], [Ramboz and Danis, 1990] and [Thiéry and Mercury, 
2009-a]). These are high-temperature superheating processes. 

In terms of experimental measurements, after the pioneering works of Briggs (e.g. [Briggs, 
1950] and [Briggs, 1955]), a Russian team under Skripov’s leadership made substantial 
progresses in this area (e.g. Skripov, 1974), followed by others teams (e.g. Trevena, 1987). 
Many techniques have been used at various times, as reviewed by Caupin and Herbert (2006). 
To summarize, the authors distinguished two groups of results. The first, carried out using a 
large variety of techniques (Berthelot tubes, centrifugation of a capillary Z-tube, shock waves, 
acoustic cavitation, …), observed a maximum experimental tensile stress of around −20, 
−30 MPa, depending on temperature. Many published results exceeded these proposed values, 
but Caupin and Herbert (2006) argued that these experiments were fraught with mistakes. The 
second group corresponds to only one technique, that is the isochoric cooling of natural or 
synthetic fluid inclusions below the (P, T) conditions of Liquid–Vapor (LV) saturation (Fig. 
1). Pure water or aqueous solutions trapped in a solid matrix (quartz in general) were 
demonstrated to superheat up to very high tensions (e.g. [Green et al., 1990], [Zheng et al., 
1991] and [Alvarenga et al., 1993]) with corresponding changes of phase equilibria (Roedder, 
1967). The liquid tension is calculated extrapolating the equation of state (EoS) either from a 
micro-thermometric measurement of the homogenization and nucleation temperatures (see 
below) (e.g. [Green et al., 1990] and [Zheng et al., 1991]), or from spectroscopic (Brillouin) 
measurements of the speed of sound (Alvarenga et al., 1993). 

A key difference between these two classes of techniques is the manner by which the liquid 
volume occupies the experimental cell. In the case of dynamic/capillary techniques there is 
only one water volume, so that the first nucleation event causes the entire volume to boil. In 
the case of inclusion samples, the liquid is dispersed as numerous micrometric cavities in the 
same solid fragment, and the vapor nucleates at P, T conditions specific to each inclusion. 

3. Experimental techniques 

3.1. Procedures and apparatus 

Most of the fluid inclusions were synthetized in internally-heated pressure vessels (IHPV, or 
“gas bombs”) at the University of Edinburgh (Synthetic Fluid Inclusion, or SFI). The 
hydrothermal syntheses were performed at 750 MPa in the 530–700 °C range, during 8–
13 days. Two methods were used: thermal crack sealing (Bodnar and Sterner, 1985) and 
trapping of inclusions during overgrow from the original quartz seed (Shmulovich and 
Graham, 2004). The first method gives samples with chain-like or isolated inclusions, usually 
formless or having “ameba”-like shape, except in runs at high temperature and with alkali 
solutions. The second method produces inclusions with edges, faces and corners, sometimes 
having even the “negative shape” of quartz. However, in this latter case, inclusions are often 
surrounded by an overgrowth rim where many very small inclusions form an “halo”, which 
makes it difficult to measure the temperature of the vapor-to-liquid transition (Th) with 
reasonable precision when the disappearing bubble becomes too small. In contrast, the 



temperature of the liquid-to-vapor transition (Tn) is always precisely measured because 
nucleating bubble(s) have sufficiently large size. 

For each run, the IHPV is loaded with 3 or 4 Pt-capsules filled with quartz (2 × 2 × 12 mm, 
with the longest dimension parallel to the quartz c-axis), the selected liquid (pure water or 
aqueous solutions at the chosen concentration) and amorphous silica. Two types of quartz 
pieces were used: (1) thermally-cracked quartz which will be healed at high P–T conditions 
owing to the presence of amorphous silica in the capsule solution; (2) clean quartz overgrown 
by new materials owing to a thermal gradient of 5 °C along the seed. This latter method 
produces a lot of inclusions in the same plane (same distance to the sample surfaces), which is 
an advantage of this technique. Its drawback is that there are so many inclusions that it is 
difficult to see what happens in the focused inclusion of interest. Sealed capsules were placed 
on a Ta or Mo holder wherein the temperature is controlled by two Pt–Pt 13% Rh 
thermocouples (certified to ±1 °C). Pressure was measured by manganin gauges after 
calibration at the mercury melting point, and checked by a Bourdon gauge up to 200 MPa. 
Since the IHPV displays large enough thermal gradient and suffers from constant leakage 
(approx. 15–17 MPa/day, compensated by intensifier) through the week experiment, each run 
contained only 3 or 4 capsules, one with pure water (as a standard) and the others with 
different solutions. Therefore, the compared behavior makes more sense when done between 
samples coming from the same run, as these were synthetized at the same conditions and 
duration. 

Once the required synthesis time elapsed, the power supply was turned off and temperature 
decreased to 100 °C in one minute, while pressure was decreased by intensifier to 300 MPa. 
In a second step, the IHPV was allowed to cool down on its own to room temperature and 
opened to recover the capsules. 

Comparisons of pure water densities deduced from the Th measurements using the IAPWS-95 
EoS (Wagner and Pruss, 2002) demonstrate systematic deviations with respect to what was 
expected from the nominal (P, T) run parameters. Pressure could be smaller and/or 
temperature higher to fit the measured densities. As mentioned above, the pressure had to be 
corrected on a daily basis, so that the actual average pressure was somewhere between 730 
and 750 MPa. In addition, the capsules were lying on the holder wall while the thermocouples 
measured the temperature of the argon atmosphere between capsules. The real temperature in 
capsule is expected to be higher due to conductive heat exchange. Altogether, we estimate 
that the actual temperature is 20–30 °C higher than the nominal temperature. 

3.2. Preparation of samples and micro-thermometry 

Quartz seeds containing the targeted liquids and sealed at hydrothermal conditions were 
cleaned with water, dried and fixed with Canadian balsam inside glass tubes. The tubes were 
cut as 5–7 discs of 0.6–0.7 mm thickness, after which each disc was carefully doubly 
polished. The final thickness was around 500 μm. A washing procedure in acetone and 
ultrasonic bath was applied three times. 

Usually, two to three polished samples were selected from each P–T run wherein many 
inclusions were explored by micro-thermometry. Depending on the sample, between ten up to 
more than 50 inclusions could be analyzed (Table 1, last column “n”). 



The micro-thermometric procedure (Fig. 1) consists of progressive heating on a “Linkam” 
stage of one sample, in general containing initially the biphasic liquid + vapor assemblage 
(L + V). The first step corresponds to the displacement along the saturation line, with a 
progressive change of temperature, liquid density and bubble pressure (A–B path, Fig. 1). At 
a particular density, the trapped liquid invades the whole inclusion space: there is no more 
vapor and the inclusion is said to be homogenized (B point, Fig. 1). The temperature at which 
this filling appears is then the homogenization temperature, noted Th. Just before Th, vapor 
bubble is so small that it can move along the minor thermal gradients within the inclusion, 
which results in the appearance of a mobile shadow. Further heating drives the P–T conditions 
in the inclusion along the isochore inside the stable domain of liquid (B–C path, Fig. 1). 
Special care must be taken because overheating above Th may lead to the decrepitation of the 
inclusion, especially at overheating greater than 30 °C (but 10 °C can be sufficient; see also 
Bodnar et al., 1989): this depends also on (at least) the shape of the inclusion, its thickness 
and the distance to neighboring inclusions. One decrepitation event can be detected when a 
further Th measurement on the same inclusion increases by more than 1 °C with respect to 
antecedent measurements. In this case, we assume that the inclusion suffered a partial water 
leakage in small quantity (increasing quartz dislocations, formation of optically invisible 
micro-cracks) which decreased a little the liquid density ([Bakker and Jansen, 1991] and 
[Bakker and Jansen, 1994]). 

The second step is the progressive cooling of the sample, which follows the isochoric path as 
long as the inclusion remains homogeneously filled with liquid (C–D path without nucleation 
at B, Fig. 1). The temperature of the bubble appearance is called the nucleation temperature 
(Tn) and is always located within the tensile domain: nucleation in fluid inclusions often 
disobeys the saturation conditions. 

The key feature of “bubble or not bubble” is closely examined under microscope, and needs 
great care and experience since the nucleation near Th can occur as minute bubbles which can 
be very easily missed out. In some inclusions, Th was not measured as the vapor bubble 
moved to shadowed parts which does not allow to detect unambiguously the disappearance of 
the bubble (especially with overgrown sample, see above). The cycling technique (Goldstein 
and Reynolds, 1994) could probably improve our measurements in these special 
circumstances. By comparison, the bubble event at Tn produces either one-two big bubbles or 
a large amount of intermediate-sized bubbles which explode violently. An illustrative movie 
displaying intensive boiling in one inclusion (5 m NaCl; Th = 221 °C; Th–Tn = 51 °C) is 
available at http://www.iem.ac.ru/staff/kiril. 

The influence of the cooling/heating rate on the Tn and Th temperatures was tested as well as 
that of the distance between the heated/cooled sample surface and the focused inclusion (role 
of the thermal gradient). The reproducibility was assessed by making seven measurements of 
the same inclusion (100 × 8 μm visible size) in sample 23 using heating/cooling rates varying 
from 1 to 5 °C/min. Th varied from 200.7 to 200.9 °C and Tn from 146.7 to 146.9 °C, for a 
Th–Tn difference at 51 ± 1 °C. This shows that the heating/cooling rate has a negligible 
influence on the reported measurements. 

Finally, the measurements were performed on a Linkam stage at three different laboratories. 
Samples labeled 4–36 were studied at the School of Earth Sciences of Edinburgh where the 
measurement cell is equipped with a silver cover which strongly decreases any T gradient in 
the cell. Samples 37–42 (and also a 62 one) were studied at the Institute of Experimental 
Mineralogy in Chernogolovka, and also at the Institute of Earth Sciences of Orléans. In this 



latter case, the Linkam stage (without the silver cover) was calibrated with special ceramics, 
so that the data were corrected for the known gradient (around 4–5 °C, approx. similar for Th 
and Tn). The data from Edinburgh and that corrected from the measurements made in Orleans 
coincide within the limits of experimental precision. 

4. Results 

The data collected in this study (Table 1, Fig. 2, Fig. 3, Fig. 4, Fig. 5 and Fig. 6) are displayed 
following two strategies. First are shown the histogram distributions of both the Th and the 
Th–Tn trends for each type of liquid. These can be considered as the raw micro-thermometric 
data. We also show the corresponding phase P–T diagram after use of a suitable EoS. This 
procedure bears on two explicit assumptions: (1) the cooling from Th to Tn follows an 
isochoric path; (2) the EoS can be extrapolated in the superheated domain 

4.1. Pure water 

The histogram distribution (Fig. 2a) shows the large scatter of nucleation conditions for one 
sample. The Th distribution shows a usual 2–3 °C standard deviation and the average values 
can be considered characteristic of the behavior at the mean liquid density. The random 
deviation can be accounted for by (1) the thermal gradients in the holders inside the IHPV and 
(2) those associated with the position of the sampled inclusions with respect to the heat source 
and the thermocouples inside the Linkam stage. The deviation may also relate to the size of 
the inclusion, which can be assessed measuring the size of the gas bubble at ambient 
conditions. The volume of liquid is then deduced from the following relation: 

 
 
where ρBULK is the density at homogenization (deduced by the saturation curve and the Th 
measurement), and ρLIQUID is the density of the liquid at ambient temperature. 

The total volume of inclusion is the sum of the two volumes, VLIQUID and VBUBBLE. The 
correlation between the size and Th was established on seven samples: 14–15, 18, 31, 34, 37 
and 40, with twenty or more inclusions analyzed per sample. However, the relationships show 
weak trends with correlation factors r2 lower than 0.5. Obviously, other parameters, like those 
quoted above and perhaps some other, are acting in addition to the size effect. 

The variations of Tn are much larger and can be accounted for by different reasons, acting in 
combination or alone. The first cause may be related to the type of nucleation: homogeneous 
nucleation requires enough tension to break the liquid structure, whereas for heterogeneous 
nucleation, the presence of one singularity on the wall surface and/or one impurity throughout 
the liquid itself can trigger bubble formation, even at small or medium tension. Secondly, the 
dispersion of the Tn can be caused by the deformation of the solid matrix during cooling can 
be (at least partly) plastic, changing liquid density and so the Tn. In this case the cooling is no 
longer isochoric (at least not exactly isochoric). However, this interpretation is not sufficient 
to explain the Tn discrepancies of fluid inclusions in a same sample, which are supposed to 
follow the same P–T path. Thirdly, another effect is the possible (irreversible) deformation of 



the crystal cavity itself due to the increasing liquid stretching under cooling. The capability of 
stretched liquids to deform the solid cavities has been already proposed for quartz fluid 
inclusions (Alvarenga et al., 1993), and directly observed inside silicon nano-channels (Tas et 
al., 2003). Fourthly, the Tn data scattering can also arise from differences in the laboratory 
conditions of measurements (silver cover or not, special cell, thermal stability, …) and from 
the thermal gradient upon the Linkam stage (also depending on the local set-up). However, 
these latter are random errors, which act similarly on both Th and Tn measurements. At last, 
the size of the inclusion can also play a role since the lifetime of the superheated state is 
inversely correlated to the volume of the inclusion space (see below Eq. (6)). However, the 
expected relationship is not systematically met, according to our measurements (see the 
“interpretation” section and Fig. 8b). 

To minimize the discrepancies related to the inter-laboratory conditions of measurement and 
thermal gradients in the samples, the Th–Tn difference is also plotted (Fig. 2a). The max/min 
Th–Tn interval is a good indication of the superheating ability of the trapped liquid which 
partly depends on the local environment in the inclusion. The random presence of micro-
cracks, crevices, sharp edges, …, favors the trapping of minute amounts of gases and then 
their further growing at cooling, which strongly decreases the superheating ability of liquid. 
Also, the presence of dissolved nonpolar gases or of any suspended particles even of 
nanometric size, disturb the local liquid structure and favor the critical density fluctuations 
triggering bubble nucleation. Generally speaking, this corresponds to the duality between 
homogeneous nucleation, only related to the intrinsic cohesion of the liquid, and the 
heterogeneous nucleation where Eb is lowered by local peculiarities in liquid or related to the 
solid walls. Finally, increasing the run temperatures at constant pressure (= decreasing the 
water density) leads to decreasing Th–Tn intervals, which is expected because of the 
decreasing size of the metastable domain (positive slope of the spinodal, Fig. 1). 

The conversion of micro-thermometric data into water tension is done using the EoS currently 
recommended by the International Association for the Properties of Water and Steam, usually 
called the IAPWS-95 equation (Wagner and Pruss, 2002). The density at Th is first calculated, 
after which the (Tn, ρBULK) pair are used to calculate the nucleation pressure Pn, that is the 
tension in the liquid just before the nucleation occurred. This assumes that the IAPWS-95 
equation retains its validity even extrapolated beyond its normal domain. Wagner and Pruss 
(2002) specifically tested the capabilities of their equation in metastable domains 
(superheating/supercooling) and found it to fit very well the (rare) existing data. In addition, it 
can be noticed that, as expected, the isochoric behavior remains continuous from high 
pressure to high tension (as are the isenthalpic and isentropic curves). The isochores plot 
tangentially to the spinodal curve as anticipated since one spinodal curve can also be defined 
as the envelope curve of all isochores. In others words, the calculation keeps its internal 
consistency over the entire metastability space. Eventually, from a molecular point of view, 
the percolation model of Stanley and Teixeira (1980), which is able to explain a large number 
of anomalous properties of water by means of a physical theory of hydrogen bonds 
connectivity, supports the extrapolation of EoS from stable domains to metastable regions. 
For instance, the supercooling ability of water is explicitly accounted for by the authors as 
favoring the stability of the bonds. In the same way, we could propose that the superheating 
favors the bonds having an ideal tetrahedral symmetry, meaning that a continuous behavior of 
the bonds networking from stable to superheating regions must be expected. 

Three features can be specifically highlighted from the P–T phase diagram (Fig. 2b). First, the 
linear alignment of (T, P) pairs along mean isochores, also consistent with the synthesis 



conditions, demonstrates that the assumption of the isochoric cooling is globally met. 
Secondly, the maximal Pn (lowest Th–Tn interval in one sample) is consistent with the tensile 
force deduced from the other types of experiments (Caupin and Herbert, 2006), that is around 
−20, −30 MPa. Therefore, the SFI method finds a minimal work to nucleate a bubble in 
superheated water similar to that of the other techniques. Notwithstanding, the SFI makes it 
possible to explore a larger domain of metastability, with the maximal tensions much higher 
than the other methods. In particular, the absolute maximal tension recorded for pure water is 
at (−117 MPa, 60.5 °C) (sample 31), close to the Zheng et al.’s record (−140 MPa, 42 °C), 
and obtained with a very good reproducibility (<±0.5 °C). Thirdly, the last very interesting 
conclusion inferred from the figure is that all (P, T) pairs remain inside the metastable domain 
delineated by the kinetic spinodal curve of Kiselev and Ely (2001). In addition to the classical 
evidence of the exceptional cohesion of water, the present results lead to the conclusion that 
liquid water has a puzzling ability to reach the most tensile states theoretically predicted. 

4.2. NaOH solutions 

The selected solutions were dilute: 0.05, 0.1 and 0.5 m NaOH. The target was to observe 
whether a good quartz solvent (NaOH) at small concentrations can enhance (or not) the 
superheating ability of the quasi-pure liquid water. As expected for these low salinity fluids, 
Th remains approximately constant, but the range in Th–Tn decreases and is shifted towards 
the high tensile direction (Fig. 3). 

These measurements were obtained from samples produced at very different conditions and in 
different apparatus. For instance, the run with samples 62 and 63 (see Fig. 3) was made in one 
low-temperature autoclave during long duration experiments (three months). Yet, the reduced 
range in Th–Tn values relative to pure water samples is similar to that of samples 31 and 32 
which were annealed during 13 days only (Table 1). The same is true for samples with other 
densities of solutions and also for samples containing solutions of “soft” anions 
(  and ), mixed with 0.05 and 0.2 m NaOH solutions (not shown). 

The micro-thermometric measurements were plotted on a P–T phase diagram, assuming that 
the dilute solutions obey the pure water EoS (Fig. 3). The P–T diagram evidences the same 
conclusions as the histograms, showing that the inclusions belonging to the same sample 
display a narrower range and come nearer to the kinetic spinodal than do pure water 
inclusions, especially for the lowest densities. 

As the surface tension is only negligibly modified for such low salinity fluids relative to pure 
water, the first role of the NaOH solutes is probably to improve the inner surface quality 
decreasing the number and size of singularities, that is the mean roughness. In addition, the 
shape of the inclusions is largely improved, with many inclusions displaying a shape close to 
a “negative quartz” one, more or less perfect. 

These effects are consistent with the previous explanation of the Pn scattering for pure water, 
related to the heterogeneous nucleation occurrence. 

4.3. NaCl solutions 

Two salinities were chosen: 1 and 5 mol/kg. The distribution histograms (Fig. 4a) make clear 
first that the Th–Tn interval is practically similar to that for pure water. The second noticeable 



point is the scattering of Th–Tn intervals which is smaller in NaCl solutions than in pure 
water SFI and is practically independent on salt concentration. 

These SFI data can be compared with predictions calculated from the Anderko and Pitzer EoS 
(1993) for the H2O–NaCl system above 300 °C. This equation of state is built onto a 
physically sounding theory, which describes this system like a mixture of dipolar hard spheres 
(H2O molecules and NaCl ion pairs) interacting by means of (1) repulsive, (2) dipolar and (3) 
short-ranged dispersion forces. Note that in the case of a mixture, the metastability domain is 
not bounded by the mechanical spinodal curve (Eq. (1b)), but by the diffusion spinodal one, 
defined by the diffusion stability criterium (Imre and Kraska, 2005): 

 

 

where G is the Gibbs energy and the xi,j’s refer to mole fractions. 

As the Eos is expressed in terms of Helmholtz free energy, the diffusion stability criteria must 
be formulated as follows: 

 

 

with A the Helmholtz free energy and V the molar volume. 

This criterium features the intrinsic stability of a fluid mixture with respect to any 
concentration fluctuations. The diffusion spinodal curve marks the extreme theoretical state, 
which can be reached by a fluid before its demixion into a liquid–gas association. Here are 
shown (Fig. 4b) the spinodal curves for 1 m and 5 m NaCl from the critical curve to the 
limiting 300 °C temperature: it can be observed that a salinity increase shifts the spinodal 
curve (calculated for a given composition) towards higher temperatures in a P–T diagram (for 
further details, see Thiéry and Mercury, 2009-b). In a P–T diagram, the high-pressure part of 
the spinodal runs closely near the H2O–NaCl critical curve before increasing markedly its 
slope and following a trend similar to the pure water spinodal. The stability limit location 
appears weakly dependent on the concentration. As a consequence, one could expect that the 
experimental nucleation in NaCl solutions should be in the same range than those observed 
for the pure water fluid inclusions. This expectation is enforced considering that the 
heterogeneous nucleation should predominate in concentrated solutions due to the presence of 
dissolved solutes. 

Due to the impossibility to extrapolate the EoS below 300 °C, the calculation of the 
homogenization density and pressure from experimental data was performed using the 
software available on the website of the Duan Research Group (http://www.geochem-
model.org/fluidinc/h2o_nacl/calc.php). For each sample, an isochoric point was calculated at 
positive pressure with the same temperature interval than the Th–Tn difference (but with the 



opposite sign, of course). The isochore thus defined is extrapolated down to the nucleation 
temperature. This procedure is analogous, although somewhat more empirical, than the direct 
extrapolation of isochores calculated from a complex equation of state, as done for pure 
water. The calculated plots (Fig. 4c) clearly show that the saline solution is often more prone 
to a tensile state than is the pure water counterpart. The minimal superheating is slightly 
downshifted (meanly −10 MPa) but always approximately at the same location for all 
samples. As for the maximal tensions recorded, 5 m solutions seem to uphold tension better 
than both the 1 m (unfortunately, there is only one sample) and pure water samples at the 
same temperature. Finally, we stress that the addition of a small amount of NaOH again leads 
to a clear shift to higher tension, but without the contraction of the Pn interval observed with 
the only-NaOH SFI. 

4.4. CaCl2 solutions 

The same 1 and 5 m solutions were tested, and we observed the same trends as with NaCl but 
much more marked (Fig. 5). The shift of Th with increasing concentration is much more 
pronounced than for NaCl solutions: 5 m NaCl Th is 18–19 °C higher than pure water Th 
while 5 m CaCl2 Th is shifted by almost 50 °C. 

As for the Th–Tn values (Fig. 5), the pure water average value is 25 ± 5 °C with rare values 
around 40 °C, while the 1 m CaCl2 inclusions demonstrate typical Th–Tn value at 48 °C. The 
5 m CaCl2 distribution histograms (Fig. 5) are less systematic with two clear maxima: Th–Tn 
in the 70–80 °C interval, consistent with a large shift with the concentration, but the second 
(and biggest maximum) is in the 20–30 °C interval, identical to what was observed with the 
pure water sample 15. It has to be noted that the Th–Tn low values were all measured in 
sample 17, which had been synthetized along with sample 15 at 650 °C, even if this is not at 
all an explanation. The reasons for such a double maximum are not clear yet and may relate to 
pre- or post-run salt distribution inside capsules as CaCl2 can form 2-, 4- and 6-hydrates, and 
some metastables hydrates might exist. But the key observation is that a large number of these 
inclusions display Th–Tn around 75 °C, meaning that they nucleate vapor phase at very large 
tensions. Eventually, the difference between Th and the higher Tn is also increasing here (Fig. 
5 upper), demonstrating that the corresponding nucleation barrier Eb should increase. 

The calculation of the homogenization properties was less straightforward than for NaCl, yet 
based on the software available at the Duan Research Group. For Th lower than 250 °C, the 
internet soft (http://www.geochem-model.org/models/h2o_cacl2/index.htm, details in Mao 
and Duan, 2008) was used with the same procedure as that for NaCl, except for one aspect: 
the isochore extrapolated to convert (Tn, ρBULK) into pressure coordinates was a mean 
isochore for each sample. For Th greater than 250 °C, the same procedure was used with the 
h2o_cacl2 application (based on the scientific frame exposed in Duan et al., 2006), which can 
be downloaded from the Geochimica website (supplementary data of Duan et al., 2006: 
doi:10.1016/j.gca.2006.05.007). Finally, the location of the spinodal curve was assessed by 
displacing the pure water spinodal (keeping constant its exact shape) to fit the known critical 
point of CaCl2 (here up to 2 m after Shibue, 2003). 

The corresponding phase diagram (Fig. 5 lower) clearly shows that a CaCl2 solution is more 
apt to tensile state than are either the pure water or the NaCl counterparts, especially at high 
salinity. There is a clear relationship between the concentration of one CaCl2 solution and its 
superheating ability. The minimal Pn values are very often at higher tension than they are for 
NaCl (one exception in fact: the sample 17). Meanwhile, the maximal Pn values are often 



located close to the most negative pressure ever recorded (–140 MPa, 42 °C; Zheng et al., 
1991). One inclusion of the sample 6 was measured nucleating at −146 MPa and 100.6 °C, a 
little more negative than the Zheng et al.’s record which was obtained with pure water in 
quartz. 

4.5. CsCl solutions 

The CsCl solution was also studied at two salinities, 1 and 5 m. The histogram distributions 
(Fig. 6 upper) show the highest Th–Tn recorded in the present study. Especially noticeable the 
sample 38 which contains some inclusions which did not nucleate down to 0 °C, meaning that 
the liquid inside was in the doubly metastable (superheated–supercooled) region. Vapor 
bubbles sometimes appeared after successive freezing-melting sequences. One inclusion kept 
at 0 °C nucleated vapor only after 125 min, despite the inclusion was at 135 °C below its Th. 

Apart from this peculiar sample, the others samples behave as alkali ones exploring high 
tensions and nucleating along large intervals. This behavior could be expected as quartz 
solubility in CsCl solution is much higher than in any other salt solution (except alkaline one), 
up to salting-in effect (Fig. 7 and Shmulovich et al., 2006). 

There is no EoS available to date so that it is not possible to convert the micro-thermometric 
measurements into the pressure counterpart with a reasonable confidence. Roughly estimates 
of Pn can still be made by drawing a straight line between the P–T conditions of synthesis (as 
measured in the IHPV with the large errors possible, see above) and the Th–Ph pairs, Ph 
being calculated assuming that CsCl LV curve obeys the Zhang&Frantz relationships (Zhang 
and Frantz, 1987). Such straight isochores can be then extrapolated down to Tn. The 
corresponding calculated P–T diagram is displayed (Fig. 6 lower) for comparison purposes 
with the others P–T diagrams. There is the exceptional sample 38, with a −260 MPa maximal 
tension. With the other 7 samples, CsCl solutions demonstrated a very good ability to sustain 
tension, being in the same intervals as the CaCl2 samples and so down to the −140 MPa 
extreme value. 

5. Interpretation 

Two types of effects may explain the scatter of results. First, the solubility of quartz in the 
different types of trapped liquids at the synthesis conditions strongly varies. As was 
experimentally demonstrated (Shmulovich et al., 2006), the solubility change with salinity is 
strongly cation-dependent (Fig. 7). In the range of our hydrothermal syntheses, CsCl acts as 
NaOH does, increasing the solubility of quartz, so that it seems reasonable to expect a better 
quality of the inner quartz wall surfaces. However, NaCl and CaCl2 solutions cause the quartz 
solubility to decrease with respect to pure water, and should play in the same superheating 
fields with a bonus for the NaCl (more dissolving) solutions. This is not observed which 
indicates that a second (at least) process is acting, the surface tension effect connected to the 
work of nucleation. 

In general, the liquid–vapor surface tension of solutions increases with respect to that of the 
pure water solvent, and it does so as much as the salinity increases (Weissenborn and Pugh, 
1996). Practically speaking, that means that the energetic cost of creating vapor–liquid surface 
increases and so the nucleation barrier. Interestingly, the surface tension of CaCl2 solution 
increases with the electrolyte concentration by twice as much as NaCl does (Weissenborn and 
Pugh, 1996). These authors explain such a difference by the structure-maker profile of Ca2+ 



(strongly negative standard molar entropy of hydration) while Na+ is a slight structure-breaker 
cation (weakly positive entropy of hydration). In any case, this effect can be reasonably 
connected with the superheating behavior of these two solutions: the higher the surface 
tension, the higher the superheating. Following the same line of reasoning, the CsCl has the 
smallest increase of the liquid–vapor surface tension with respect to pure water, a little lower 
than that of NaCl solution. 

The two contributions must be clearly distinguished and ranked. The most important role is 
played by the quality of the solid–solution interface, as is demonstrated by both the NaOH 
and the CsCl solutions. This conclusion was reached by Skripov (1974) who showed that 
vapor nucleation arises along the solid–liquid boundary. 

However, two observations show that other effects may be acting in some cases. The first 
shows a relationship between the (Th–Tn) range and the inclusion size, for round inclusions 
whatever the composition of the trapped liquids (Fig. 8a). Obviously, the surface tension and 
the quartz solvent effects are here dominated by another effect connected to the size and the 
shape of the inclusions. Interestingly, the volume–superheating relationship follows the 
classic expectation of an increasing metastability range with decreasing volume of the 
superheated liquid (see Eq. (6) below). Secondly, at (approximately) constant size, Fig. 8b 
shows that the relationship between size and Tn can also been the reverse of what is expected. 
This demonstrates that the mechanisms enabling the superheating are numerous and strongly 
dependent on local (microscopic) situations. 

The saline solutions have a better capability to get nearer to their thermodynamic limit than 
the pure water does. The exact location of this limit can obviously be questioned, but the key 
point is that the solutions generally sustain the metastable state better than pure water. This 
can be referred above all to the surface tension effect which increases the energy barrier, since 
the dilute NaOH solutions, though certainly having the best inner walls quality, are still 
farther from the thermodynamic limit than are the other solutions. 

6. Discussion 

Pure water and aqueous solutions have a strong ability to undergo tensile stress. The 
thermodynamic properties of superheated solutions make them to behave differently with 
respect to solids and gases solubilities (e.g. [Zilberbrand, 1999], [Mercury et al., 2003], 
[Mercury et al., 2004] and [Lassin et al., 2005]), which in turn should affect the resulting 
mineralogical assemblages. 

However superheating is a transitory phenomenon, the lifetime of which depends on the 
nucleation barrier and also on the volume of the superheated liquid. According to the Classic 
Nucleation Theory, the nucleation rate of a vapor bubble follows an Arrhenius law (e.g. 
Debenedetti, 1996): 

J=J°·exp(-Eb/kT) 
 

with J the number of nuclei per m3 and per second, J° a kinetic pre-factor, Eb the nucleation 
barrier related to the cost of surface creation. The nucleation probability P in a volume V and 
during a time τ is: 

 



P=exp(-JVτ) 
 

Nucleation is assumed to occur when P = 1/2. Then, the median value of the superheating 
lifetime τm writes: 

τm=ln(2)/JV 
 
Then, the time necessary for forming a triggering bubble nucleus depends on the space 
available to the fluid. As a rule of thumb, if one second is sufficient to create one critical 
nucleus in a volume of 1 l, more than 11 days are required in a volume of 1 mm3, and 
statistically, almost 32,000 years are necessary in a volume of 1000 μm3, which is a typical 
size for interstitial pores in sedimentary rocks. This calculation is made at constant J, that is at 
a given value of Eb, depending on the superheating “intensity” (Th–Tn here) and on the 
occurrence of heterogeneous nucleation. However, at constant physico-chemical conditions, 
nucleation is an event that becomes rare in a small container. 

Therefore, as long as the water solvent sustains its superheating state, it has modified 
thermodynamic properties which can be calculated by extrapolating the EoS. These modified 
thermodynamic properties should change the solid–solution interactions behavior. This 
assertion must be proved, developed, and applied to actual geological situations, but one 
additional figure illustrates (if not demonstrate) the role of such a variation (Fig. 9). (Hemley 
et al., 1986) and (Hemley et al., 1992) showed that the solubility of five sulfides increases 
with decreasing pressure at different temperatures between 300 (50 and 100 MPa) or 400 °C 
(200 MPa) and 500 °C. We have extrapolated the isobaric solubility trends down to 200 °C 
and plotted as well the 1 m NaCl spinodal at this temperature (plot itself obtained by smooth 
extrapolation of the Anderko-Pitzer spinodal, stopped at 300 °C, see above) (Fig. 9). This 
example shows that superheated solutions have strongly modified solubilities, which could 
open new avenues to exploit the metastable solution occurrences either to renew the modeling 
of some geochemical processes (ore deposits) or for experimental purposes like in green 
chemistry (e.g. [Chienthavorn and Su-in, 2006] and [Smith, 2006]). 

7. Conclusion 

It has been experimentally demonstrated that the superheating ranges of liquid water and 
aqueous solutions are very large, down to the extreme tensile state defined by the kinetic 
spinodal curve (Kiselev and Ely, 2001). The nucleation threshold plots in the same range as 
recorded by any superheating protocol. But the present work, after others, exemplifies that the 
range of accessible superheating is far more extended with SFI than with any other method. 
The most negative pressure ever recorded has been measured in one 5 m CaCl2 inclusion (in 
quartz): −146 MPa at 100 °C. The previous record was established with a pure water inclusion 
(also in quartz) at −140 MPa and 42 °C (Zheng et al., 1991). This conclusion does not 
consider the CsCl solutions experiments since the way to translate the Th–Tn data into Pn is, 
by far, too rough to enable a rigorous comparison with the other datasets. Eventually, two 
parameters seem to control the range of possible tensions as well as the value of the maximum 
tension: (1) the solution–vapor surface tension, which increases the nucleation barrier; (2) the 
quartz solubility in the targeted solution at the SFI synthesis conditions, which improves the 
surface quality of the inner solid walls and so allows to pass from an heterogeneous- to an 
homogeneous-dominated nucleation behavior. However, other parameters are clearly 



controlling the superheated liquid–vapor phase transition, probably at the micrometric scale, 
but whose mechanism(s) of influence are not clear yet. 

In terms of the applicability to natural contexts, and as noted above, it is possible to expect 
that the superheating geochemistry plays a role in the area of the ore deposits genesis. This is 
supported by evidence obtained through the extrapolation of some experimental works 
(Hemley et al., 1992 and Fig. 9). Generally speaking, the superheating state of one solution 
may have a geochemical influence whenever its special properties have time to modify the 
rock-solutions equilibria, then changing the mass balance in one system. The soils systems in 
semi-arid and arid zones are the most probable target for this role since their soil solutions can 
be brought at high superheating state by the capillarity effect (e.g. Pettenati et al., 2008). 

The second applicability for the superheating in a natural context is the potential role on the 
explosivity of pure water (Thiéry and Mercury, 2009-a) and aqueous solutions (Thiéry and 
Mercury, 2009-b). This relates to the influence of the kinetics of the LV phase transition 
which acquires violent features when brought to the conditions of the spinodal decomposition. 

It is interesting to note that these geochemical and explosive effects can act together. When 
the physical transition (L → L + V) takes place, there is a simultaneous change of the 
thermodynamic conditions of the solid–solution systems, so that the place of the LV transition 
is the place where the geochemical consequences occur. Superheating geochemistry 
(solubility of gases and solids) is in fact associated with superheating geomechanics (water as 
an explosive, dihedral angle and the hydraulic continuity of crustal fluids). This conclusion is 
not new: Adushkin et al. (2004) argued that the cavitation bubbles which may develop in 
hydrothermal fluids due to a Venturi effect (hydrodynamic cavitation: superheated liquid-to-
vapor transition) are responsible for the formation of micro-spherules of ore minerals. 

Finally, for the sake of comprehensiveness, another geological application of metastable states 
can be proposed for crustal fluids. Metastable liquids are most stable as pocketed 
discontinuous volumes but are sensitive to waves propagation: it is well-known that a very 
slight shock wave is sufficient to make a superheated liquid to explode. By this way, if some 
crustal fluids disseminated in finely porous rocks become superheated, we suggest that the 
propagation of seismic waves in the deep crust might trigger the explosion of such metastable 
solutions, the emptied channels becoming a reflector for next seismic wave trains. 
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Figures 
 

 
 
Fig. 1. Phase diagram of water in P–T space, calculated with the IAPWS-P5 equation of state 
(Wagner and Pruss, 2002). Each isochore is labeled with the liquid density in kg m−3. The 
kinetic spinodal is taken from Kiselev and Ely (2001). The classic micro-thermometric path is 
also reported from the ambient conditions (A) to the homogenization temperature (Th, B), 
possibly up to overheating conditions (C), and cooled after down to the nucleation 
temperature (Tn, D). 
 
 
 



 
 
Fig. 2. (a) Micro-thermometric data of 244 pure water fluid inclusions (12 samples) trapped in 
quartz. (b) P–T coordinates of the 244 pure water SFI, calculated using the IAPWS-95 EoS 
(see text). Each isochore is labeled with the liquid density in kg m−3. The kinetic spinodal is 
from Kiselev and Ely (2001). 
 
 



 
 
Fig. 3. Micro-thermometric data (upper) and P–T coordinates (lower) of 113 NaOH (0.1 and 
0.5 m) fluid inclusions (6 samples) trapped in quartz. Each isochore is labeled with the liquid 
pure water density in kg m−3. 
 



 
 
Fig. 4. (a) Micro-thermometric data recorded on 189 NaCl (1 and 5 m) fluid inclusions (5 
samples) trapped in quartz. (b) NaCl phase diagram at different concentration including 
metastable superheating domain, with the Anderko and Pitzer (1993) EoS. (c) P–T 
coordinates of the 189 NaCl SFI. The 5 m spinodal is plotted by smooth extrapolation at low 
T of the Anderko-Pitzer spinodal drawn from the critical curve to 300 °C. 



 

 
 
Fig. 5. Micro-thermometric data (upper) and P–T coordinates (lower) of 229 CaCl2 (1 and 
5 M) fluid inclusions (8 samples) trapped in quartz. Each isochore is labeled with the liquid 
density in kg m−3. 
 



 
 
Fig. 6. Micro-thermometric data and P–T coordinates (lower) of 207 CsCl (1 m or 5 m) fluid 
inclusions (8 samples) trapped in quartz. 
 



 
 
Fig. 7. Solubility of quartz in chlorides solutions at 500 and 800 °C at 0.5 GPa (modified after 
Shmulovich et al., 2006). The present SFI synthesis conditions varied from 530 to 700 °C at 
0.75 GPa and xH2O min. = 0.917. Curves are only guides for eyes. 
 
 



 
 
Fig. 8. (a) Increasing (Th–Tn) range as a function of decreasing volume of inclusions, 
whatever is the composition of the solution inside. The dataset corresponds to round 
inclusions, without visible faceting. (b) In the samples 13 and 28 (0.5 m NaOH), relationship 
between (Th–Tn) and the volume of the inclusions. All the inclusions have the “negative 
crystal” shape but the squared markers group corresponds to inclusions much more faceted 
than those of the triangle markers group. The lines are only guide for eyes. 
 
 
 



 
 
Fig. 9. Solubility of different sulfides at 200 °C as a function of pressure, extrapolated from 
data obtained at higher temperatures (Hemley et al., 1992). The saturation and spinodal limits 
of a 1 m NaCl solution are from the Anderko and Pitzer (1993) EoS. 
 



 
Table 1. : Synthesis conditions and micro-thermometric measurements. 
 

Na Composition 
studied solution 

T run 
(°C) 

tc 
(days) 

Th 
(°C) SD Tn 

(°C) SD Th–Tn 
(°C) SD nb 

4 H2O 600 11 165.52 1.9 144.15 5.0 21.37 4.8 21

5 5 m CsCl 600 11 168.02 2.6 107.17 11.8 60.85 12.0 67

6 5 m CaCl2 600 11 206.84 4.9 137.29 24.4 69.56 22.1 26

7d H2O 600 10 162.80 0.3 135.33 2.1 27.47 1.8 3 

8d 0.5 m NaOH 600 10 171.10 2.3 120.50 3.8 50.60 3.1 21

9d 5 m NaCl 600 10 182.80 3.9 141.89 15.2 40.90 13.7 28

10d 5 m CaCl2 600 10 214.08 2.2 154.46 17.4 59.62 16.8 32

11d 5 m CsCl 600 10 177.77 1.4 119.38 6.5 58.39 6.3 14

12 0.1 m NaOH 600 6.5 166.53 0.8 125.08 4.6 41.45 4.2 13

13 0.5 m NaOH 600 6.5 172.14 1.7 127.59 2.3 44.56 1.1 14

14 H2O 600 6.5 166.03 1.1 118.33 6.4 47.69 6.4 12

15 H2O 650 8 180.89 1.9 154.87 6.2 26.02 5.7 35

16 1 m CaCl2 650 8 196.50 2.4 151.29 4.4 45.21 3.9 39

17 5 m CaCl2 650 8 225.53 2.5 185.88 22.9 39.65 21.9 33

18 H2O 650 8 184.02 1.2 158.96 4.5 25.06 4.5 29

19 1 m CsCl 650 8 186.53 3.2 147.52 5.6 39.00 6.1 36

20 5 m CsCl 650 8 191.57 1.9 133.82 4.3 57.75 4.0 30

21 H2O 650 8 181.38 0.7 143.73 10.8 37.65 10.8 11

22 1 m NaCl 650 8 183.02 3.9 149.85 11.9 33.17 9.0 71

23 5 m NaCl 650 8 199.97 2.0 170.14 11.9 29.84 11.7 45

24 0.1 m NaOH 650 12 187.09 1.9 148.63 6.0 38.46 5.3 25

25 5 m CsCl + 0.1 m 
NaOH 650 12 194.04 7.8 130.14 11.1 63.90 4.5 24

26 5 m NaCl + 0.1 m 
NaOH 650 12 202.13 3.5 160.71 10.9 41.42 8.2 30

27d H2O 700 11 203.89 4.6 169.89 10.0 34.00 8.3 12

28d 0.5 m NaOH 700 11 223.81 11.5 180.70 8.4 43.11 10.6 10



Na Composition 
studied solution 

T run 
(°C) 

tc 
(days) 

Th 
(°C) SD Tn 

(°C) SD Th–Tn 
(°C) SD nb 

29d 5 m CsCl 700 11 226.74 3.9 171.36 3.1 55.37 3.1 11

30d 5 m CaCl2 700 11 265.77 2.4 213.61 6.6 52.16 5.9 9 

31 H2O 550 13 143.50 1.2 94.48 23.7 49.02 23.5 28

32 0.1 m NaOH 550 13 145.70 2.5 82.25 11.5 63.45 11.6 30

34 H2O 700 13 205.05 2.4 177.28 7.0 27.76 6.7 33

35 1 m CaCl2 700 13 222.23 2.9 182.99 3.7 39.23 2.0 31

36 5 m CaCl2 700 13 268.83 4.3 218.83 10.9 49.99 10.9 55

37 H2O 530 13 266.69 6.4 157.19 38.8 109.50 38.8 18

38 5 m CsCl 530 13 135.26 2.6 21.75 29.5 113.51 29.5 10

39 5 m CaCl2 530 13 178.56 4.6 125.58 10.3 52.98 9.0 14

40 H2O 700 13 215.98 5.1 183.93 5.4 32.05 8.2 17

41 5 m NaCl 700 13 239.12 2.6 200.53 5.2 38.59 5.8 15

42 5 m CsCl 700  230.44 4.5 170.03 11.6 60.41 9.0 15
a Sample number. 
b Number of measured inclusions. 
c Run duration. 
d Overgrowing method. 

 


